
 
 

Press Information 
 
Halkin launch boutique office space in the heart of Mayfair.  
  
Halkin - the serviced office provider has taken on another office refurbishment 

alongside Meyer Office Solutions to produce a contemporary art deco office space 

for clients looking for a prestigious space in the heart of Mayfair. A thrilling and 

challenging project arose.  

  

Halkins previous lease, a short walk away at Brook Street, had come to an end, so 

the new space had to appeal to the many small to medium occupiers who were 

used to an art deco interior as well as attracting new clients and service their 

needs and provide a backdrop to build their business. Hanover Square occupies a 

prominent position on the North Eastern corner of the prestigious Hanover Square 

with views across Hanover and Mayfair. The design emphasis was to provide light 

and airy offices spaces that make use of the windows on all elevations of this 

building and a warm, inviting gentlemen’s club feel.  

 

The external face of the building along with the current reception space was tired 

and busy and needed a transformation. The challenge was a tight budget and 

minimal invasion to what is existing, being property of the landlord, and to 

transform this hectic space to a dramatically opulent reception and create some 

wow factor. To achieve this the existing canopy has been re-cladded with bronze 

lightweight metalwork and matching bronze spray to be applied to all visible 

metalwork. Once you are through the turnstiles, you see a new stunning alabaster 

bronze ceiling light that is suspended from the existing bulkhead and the backdrop 

lifts are now with new lift façades. The existing reception desk has been carefully 

re-clad with polished Silestone and delicately lit with brushed light-bronze 

aluminium panels, which compliments the existing wooden effect panels behind 

the reception desk. Existing strip lights are restored to warmer lighting and the 

staircase is matched with a brushed bronze railing handle. Opposite the reception, 

a new feature wall uses large format Bluetta Bookmatch porcelain tile to create a 

unique design statement. It has been subtly matched with the new coloured 

plaster applied to the opposite wall to tie in the design and new leather 



 
 

upholstered furniture that is cool, casual and retro awaits to greet new visitors 

waiting to be collected at reception.  

 

The office floors from level 1 to 2 and 5 to 6 were part of this exciting undertaking. 

Level 1 is essentially a gentleman’s club lounge furnished to create an atmosphere 

of elegance and luxury. The main floor plate is a lounge which makes the most of 

the views and natural light but also incorporates a working fire to provide a warm 

and welcoming atmosphere. The floor is decorated with artwork, bold rich colours 

including a library that contains decorative ornate embellishments and metallic 

surfaces, gold to silver and materials that are slick and reflective such as glass, 

mirrors and other sculptural elements. It also has an open bar/teapoint with 

contemporary mid-century pattern flooring to create impact. The flooring is delicate 

and fine with curved geometry in subtle greys and warm creams, and leads to an 

intimate decked terrace with French trellis design panels for entertaining or 

relaxing away from the office space. The rest of the floor is mainly meeting rooms 

to provide clients with all the necessary AV requirements next to the communal 

kitchen where refreshments can be prepared for those meetings or flips into a bar 

when the sun goes down.   

  

The 2nd, 5th to 6th floors are standard office floor with similar new breakout spaces 

and more library areas designed for multiple occupants. Bespoke gold framed 

partitions and ironmongery, paired with a reeded glass look, veneered doors and 

bespoke lighting and detailing seamlessly maintain the feeling of luxury throughout 

the building that is both professional and memorable.  

  

Overall, this is a reformation project to inject a level of comfort for the clients of 

Halkin in a new serviced office atmospheric setting. Halkin will be rolling out three 

more projects like this in Mayfair soon.    

  
Ends.  
 
 
For further information please contact: 
Cherrill Scheer & Associates 

Hille House | 132 St Albans Road | Watford, Herts | WD24 4AE 

T:  01923 242769  

E: csa@hillehouse.co.uk 
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Designer: Jumana Shamma 
Client: Halkin Group 
Contractor: Meyer Office Solutions 
Furniture: Rainbow & Carzana Interiors  
Lighting: Flos and Normann Copenhagen 
Signage and graphics: Sign box 
Partitions: Hoyez  
Area approximately 20,000 sq. ft.  
 
 


